Contention

It is my contention that state lotteries are taxes on stupid people. (computing, telecommunications) Competition by parts
of a system or its users for a limited.uncountable noun [usu n of N] If something is a cause of contention, it is a cause of
disagreement or argument. They generally tried to avoid subjects of contention between them. A particular source of
contention is plans to privatise state-run companies.American times major winner charges up leaderboard with superb
round to give adoring crowd something to shout about.Definition of contention - heated disagreement, an assertion,
especially one maintained in argument.contention - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum discussions.There
is nothing "content," or satisfying, about being in contention, and that's probably because the word contention means
being in a competition that ends with.Contention definition, a struggling together in opposition; strife. See
more.Synonyms for contention at 365printersupport.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find
descriptive alternatives for contention.Contention may refer to: The main contention, in rhetoric and logic, the main
point being argued; Resource contention, a general concept in communications and.The act or an instance of striving in
controversy or debate: "Amid all the hand- wringing and contention about whether what the bees do is really 'language,'
no .contention meaning, definition, what is contention: a strong opinion that someone expresses: Learn more.Define
contention (noun) and get synonyms. What is contention (noun)? contention (noun) meaning, pronunciation and more by
Macmillan Dictionary.In computer networking, the contention ratio is the ratio of the potential maximum demand to the
actual bandwidth. The higher the contention ratio, the greater.In statistical time division multiplexing, contention is a
media access method that is used to share a broadcast medium. In contention, any computer in the.The captured territory
was the main area of contention between the two countries. The show Barney has always been a source of contention for
me.(1) Contention means competition for resources. The term is used especially in networks to describe the situation
where two or more nodes attempt to transmit a .Meaning: "strife, dissension, quarreling," from Old French contencion
and directly from Latin contentionem (nominative contentio) "a See more definitions.Contention Contention, released 01
December 1. You're Wrong 2. Tunnel Vision 3. Pedestal 4. Vicegrip 5. Precious Youth 6. Swarms 7. Division
8.Philosophy in the 21st century has been reinvigorated by a set of disputes which both challenge its disciplinary status
and open up new areas of contention.
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